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FreeBSD 6 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
This book teaches the reader everything he/she needs to know in order to use FreeBSD to its full potential. It will show individuals how to use the same FreeBSD power that Yahoo!, the Internet Movie Database, and many other high profile internet sites depend on. Whether someone needs an enterprise class server, a small business server, or a...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control 11g R1: Business Service ManagementPackt Publishing, 2011

	Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control is a release of Oracle Enterprise Manager that's used to model and manage the entire Oracle Grid and beyond. It has capabilities to manage a number of databases and application servers, and can manage multiple instances of Oracle deployment platforms. Business Service Management (BSM) is a...
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Getting Started with Greenplum for Big Data AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Big Data started off as a technology buzzword rapidly growing into the headline agenda of several corporate strategies across industry verticals. With the amount of structured and unstructured data available to organizations exploding, analysis of these large data sets is increasingly becoming a key basis of competition, productivity growth,...
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Foundation Dreamweaver MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	Macromedia Dreamweaver MX merges the faultless visual layout tools of Dreamweaver and the powerful yet easy-to-use database integration offered by UltraDev into a product that is simply the most vital piece of software any web designer can own.


	Unlike many other books, Foundation Dreamweaver MX concentrates on both sides...
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Git Version Control Cookbook: Leverage version control to transform your development workflow and boost productivity, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A series of practical recipes to simplify the Git learning experience and increase your productivity when using Git version control

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore practical recipes to use Git's most advanced features
	
			Learn how Git references its objects and how history is...
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Database Benchmarking and Stress Testing: An Evidence-Based Approach to Decisions on Architecture and TechnologyApress, 2018

	
		Provide evidence-based answers that can be measured and relied upon by your business. Database administrators will be able to make sound architectural decisions in a fast-changing landscape of virtualized servers and container-based solutions based on the empirical method presented in this book for answering “what if”...
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MCSA/MCSE Managing and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment: Exam 70-290 Study Guide and DVD Training SystemSyngress Publishing, 2003
This book’s primary goal is to help you prepare to take and pass Microsoft’s exam number
70-290, Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment. Our secondary
purpose in writing this book is to provide exam candidates with knowledge and
skills that go beyond the minimum requirements for passing the...
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PostgreSQL: The comprehensive guide to building, programming, and administering PostgreSQL databases, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2005
The second edition of the best-selling PostgreSQL has been updated to completely cover new  features and capabilities of the 8.0 version of PostgreSQL. You will be lead  through the internals of the powerful PostgreSQL open source database chapter,  offering an easy-to-read, code-based approach...
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Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Beginning Perl Web Development: From Novice to Professional introduces you to the world of Perl Internet application development. This book tackles all areas crucial to developing your first web applications and includes a powerful combination of real-world examples coupled with advice. Topics range from serving and consuming RSS feeds,...
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Inside Delphi 2006 (Wordware Delphi Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2005
Now in its 10th version, Delphi provides users with four programming languages: C++ and Delphi for Win32 for building Windows applications, and C# and Delphi for .NET for building applications that target the .NET platform. Inside Delphi 2006 demonstrates how to use all of these languages. Topics include the foundations of Delphi, VCL...
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